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Leader ; Speaker ; Author
Inspiring you to Lead, Transform, Perform!

KIM BOX is an inspirational leader, writer and speaker who has 29
years of experience in the high-tech industry leading and transforming
large-scale organizations. As a global executive, she has led the
transformation of complex operations across an organization of
over 10,000 employees and across more than 100 locations around
the world.
After a long and rewarding career as an IT executive, Kim Box
decided she was ready for a change. She had the desire to share her
passion about leadership focused on diversity and authenticity. She
left her corporate career and embarked on writing Woven Leadership
with the intention to inspire both aspiring and experienced leaders
to look at diversity as a competitive imperative.
She wrote the book, Woven Leadership, to fulfill this goal and is now
speaking at events and forums.

Speaking and Seminar Topics:
; Woven Leadership – Harnessing the power of diversity to transform
your organization for success
; Leadership Inside Out – How to understand your current leadership
strengths and utilize your unique attributes to be a strong, effective
leader
; The New Leadership Imperative – Top ten things you must build
into your leadership toolkit to thrive in the next decade
; Transforming your Life – Steps to finding your authentic self
while creating the life you want.
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WOVEN
LEADERSHIP
The Power of
Diversity to
Transform your
Organization for
Success
“Woven Leadership is
one of the freshest
concepts in the field of
building a vibrant
organization that will
empower the reader to a
new standard of
excellence and
performance. A mustread for all managers
desiring to be their
best!” – Todd Duncan,
New York Times bestselling author
“Kim Box’s Woven
Leadership shows how
much stronger you and
your team will be when
different types of people
and talents are woven
together.” – Jennifer
Basye Sander, New York
Times best-selling author
and speaker

